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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit.
While entering a journal in the Journals form, you enter a code
combination of 29.402.4519.2103.240 in the five-segment
Accounting Flexfield. However, you are unable to proceed after
entering this account combination. What could be the problem in
the structure definition of the Accounting Flexfield?
A. The "Allow Dynamic Inserts" check box is deselected.
B. The "Freeze Rollup Groups" check box is selected.
C. The "Cross-Validate Segments" check box is selected.
D. The "Freeze Flexfield Definition" check box is selected.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your policy model includes this rule:
the user is a minor if

the user's age &lt; 18
Which two statements are true?
A. If you use "the user's age" in a Word document without first
defining it in Policy Automation, you will encounter a
compilation error.
B. "the user's age" could be compared to another attribute,
"the age of majority", rather than a predefined age.
C. If you use "the user's age" in a Word document without first
defining it in Policy Modeling, then the tool will
automatically create an attribute and assign a data type.
D. "the user's age" should be a date attribute.
E. "the user is a minor" is a number attribute.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are responsible for optimizing a global MPLS WAN. You must
determine the optimal MPLS forwarding paths and automate the
provisioning of the forwarding paths into the network Which
Juniper Networks SDN solution will satisfy the requirements?
A. NorthStar Controller
B. Policy Enforcer
C. Contrail
D. Network Director
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
There are two threads defined in an application named "thread1"
and "thread2". Which of the following options can be the direct
cause of "thread1" becoming blocked?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. thread1 executes thread2.sleep(3000)
B. thread1 executes new Thread (someRunnable)
C. thread1 raises its own priority
D. thread1 attempt to read from a file
E. thread2 executes thread1 sleep(3000)
Answer: A,D
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